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By Liz Ostrow

Founded in 1999, gSource is committed to putting the
finest quality instruments into the hands of podiatrists and
their teams.

Not all instruments are created equal. Adequate for
the job is, in reality, inadequate. A better instrument re-
duces distractions and facilitates procedures. A better in-
strument helps a podiatrist perform at his/her best. A bet-
ter instrument does not need to be resharpened, refur-
bished or replaced as often as an instrument of lower
quality or one made from a lower grade steel. A better in-
strument leads to better results. gSource provides better
instruments.

Crafted from German surgical stainless steel, and rec-
ognized by their finely finished surface, gSource instru-
ments are designed to perform with precise surgical func-
tion. They are also conceived to be affordable. It is this
combination that distinguish-
es the gSource brand.

gSource instruments are
of the highest quality with
most made from German
stainless steel type 1.4021—
equivalent to American steel
type 420. This steel is highly
corrosion-resistant and has
excellent longevity when properly maintained. Every
gSource instrument must pass Quality Assurance tests be-
fore it can be sold. Instruments are tested for:

• Critical Dimensions
• Function
• Pattern Consistency
• Workmanship
• Material
All gSource standard instruments and springs are guar-

anteed for life against manufacturing defects of material
and workmanship. Any instrument proving to be defective
will be replaced or the purchase price
refunded.

The gSource catalog contains
nearly 3,500 instruments, with a wide
variety of standard patterns for podi-
atric procedures, and many unique
patterns as well. The instruments are
stocked and readily available for
same day shipment from their head-
quarters located in Emerson, NJ.

Popular patterns include tapered
jaw nail splitters with fine pointed
tips for splitting thin nails, in particu-
lar the gS 77.4440 6” model. The 6”
mycotic nail nippers are also favored
and the new 4 3/4” version gS
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77.5440 is gaining popularity. Super-Cut scissors, in partic-
ular gS 16.3120 Super-Cut Lister scissors 7 1/4”, are well-
liked. gSource offers a full line of Super-Cut scissors in a
variety of patterns and styles. The Super-Cut scissors are
renowned for their unsurpassed sharpness. The stainless
steel used to manufacture gSource Super-Cuts has been

specially heat-treated to
achieve a long-lasting razor
sharp edge. They offer superb
control, reduce hand fatigue,
cut through multiple layers
with precision and ease, and
retain their sharp edges longer
than ordinary scissors.

With an extensive product
offering, gSource is able to provide podiatrists with a single
source for their hand-held surgical instrument needs and is
also proactive in helping provide solutions to instrument is-
sues. Recently a suggestion for an instrument pattern im-
provement, made by Dr. Howard Abramsohn during a
tradeshow, resulted in the gS 40.3150 gRetractor Abram-
sohn 5 1/2” being produced. The retractor, shown in figure
1, features rounded, cross-serrated outside working ends
with 3mm–30mm calibrations marked on ratchet. It was de-
signed to be helpful in exposing the bone for better access,
and also useful in facilitating a lateral release during

bunionectomy procedures. gSource
plans to continue expanding their
product line and continually assess
the needs of podiatrists and offer solu-
tions to their instrument needs.

gSource exhibits at many annual
meetings such as NYSPMA, Midwest
Podiatry, APMA, Goldfarb Foundation,
and encourages podiatrists to see and
feel gSource Verified Quality instru-
ments for themselves. A complete list
of exhibit dates and locations is found
on their website. To learn more about
gSource and view the catalog, visit
www.gSource.com, call 800-978-1119,
or circle #156 on the reader service card.
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Any instrument proving
to be defective will be replaced or the

purchase price refunded.


